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Abstract. The dispersion of aircraft emissions during the
vortex phase is studied using a 3-D LES model with La-
grangian particle tracking. The simulations start with a fully
rolled-up vortex pair of a type B747/A340 airplane and the
tracer centred around the vortex cores. The tracer dilution
and plume extent is studied for a variety of ambient and air-
craft parameters until aircraft-induced effects have ceased.
For typical upper tropospheric conditions, the impact of strat-
ification is more dominant compared to turbulence intensity
or vertical wind shear. Moreover, the sensitivity to the initial
tracer distribution was found to be weak. Along the trans-
verse direction, the tracer concentrations can be well approx-
imated by a Gaussian distribution, along the vertical a su-
perposition of three Gaussian distributions is adequate. For
the studied parameter range, the vertical plume expansion
ranges from 400 m to 550 m and cross-sectional area from
4.0× 104 m2 to 6× 104 m2 after six minutes. For validation,
selected simulations were compared to an alternative LES
model and to in-situ NO-measurements.

1 Introduction

From the wake-vortex dynamics point of view, it is conve-
nient to distinguish three phases in the life cycle of an air-
craft wake (Hoshizaki et al., 1975): During thejet regimethe
vorticity sheet around the wings rolls up into two counter-
rotating vortices. The vortex pair then propagates vertically
downward by mutual velocity induction in thevortex regime.
In the dissipation regimethe organised vortices have bro-

ken up in turbulence and the energy dissipates to the back-
ground level. All three phases have a distinct influence on
the distribution of the exhaust from the turbines. In the jet
regime, the exhaust jets mix with ambient air while they are
entrained into the forming vortices. When the vortex pair de-
scends most of the exhaust is stored in thatprimary wake
and, hence, also sinks below flight level. However, as the
primary wake moves downward in an atmosphere which is
typically stably stratified at cruise flight levels, it produces a
wake itself, the so-calledsecondary wake. Adiabatic heating
leads to a baroclinic force which detrains some of the ex-
haust and leaves a curtain of exhaust above the descending
vortex pair (Gerz et al., 1998; Holzäpfel et al., 2003; Misaka
et al., 2012). When the organised vortices break up the ex-
haust concentrated in the primary wake is suddenly released
and diffuses quickly.

The evolution of aircraft plumes during the vortex phase is
important to study for several reasons. The descending vor-
tex pair increases the vertical extent of the plume, which in
turn affects the horizontal spreading by the vertically sheared
(cross-) wind. Regarding the long-term evolution over many
hours this initial expansion can be viewed as a “sudden"
event since the time scale of (natural) vertical mixing in the
free troposphere is too large to produce such deep plumes
within reasonable time. Since the horizontal spreading by
vertical wind shear scales linearly with the plume height, the
vertical plume extension after the vortex break-up is crucial
to know.

This study looks in detail at the plume mixing under a va-
riety of atmospheric conditions and aircraft parameters. The
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presented results have implications, both for nonlinear plume
chemistry and for the microphysical evolution in a contrail.
This work bridges the gap between analytical jet expansion
laws describing the plume mixing within the first seconds
behind the aircraft and the later dispersion in the free atmo-
sphere after aircraft-induced effects have vanished. For box
model studies of the jet phase, often treating the contrail for-
mation, analytical jet expansion laws are used (Kärcher and
Yu, 2009; Wong and Miake-Lye, 2010). Especially for chem-
istry applications, box models treat the plume evolution also
beyond the end of the jet phase (Miake-Lye et al., 1993;
Danilin et al., 1994; Kärcher, 1995; Kärcher et al., 1996).
Plume dilution over longer time scales (larger thanO(1h))
is often based on empirical laws derived from in situ NO-
measurements (Schumann et al., 1998) or on results from
Large-Eddy Simulations (LES) (Dürbeck and Gerz, 1995;
Dörnbrack and Dürbeck, 1998).

In the later stages the plume is controlled by vertical wind
shear and associated turbulent mixing. The ratio of vertical
and horizontal spreading also depends on stratification. The
intermediate regime with the interaction of the plume and the
wake vortices is more intricate.

In the past, wake vortex research has been motivated by
safety issues during landing and take-off (Greene, 1986;
Spalart, 1998; Gerz et al., 2002). Thus, predominantly phys-
ical quantities like circulation or rolling moments on en-
countering airplanes were investigated (Robins and Delisi,
1990; Garten et al., 1998; Holzäpfel et al., 2001; Henne-
mann and Holzäpfel, 2011). Fewer studies treated the disper-
sion of emissions during the vortex phase (Schilling et al.,
1996; Lewellen and Lewellen, 1996; Gerz and Holzäpfel,
1999; Misaka et al., 2012; Garnier et al., 1997). The lat-
ter study combines dispersion simulations of passive tracers
with detailed chemistry box model via an offline coupling
approach. Contrarily,Lewellen and Lewellen(2001b) incor-
porated simplified NOx and HOx chemistry directly within
the LES framework. Moreover, 3-D LES contrail studies
examine the interplay of wake vortices and microphysics
(Lewellen and Lewellen, 2001a; Huebsch and Lewellen,
2006; Paugam et al., 2010; Naiman et al., 2011; Unterstrasser
et al., 2012). Sussmann(1999) analysed lidar observations of
contrails to study the vertical dispersion of an aircraft wake.

In larger-scale models individual plumes cannot be re-
solved on the grid scale and nonlinear chemical effects within
aircraft plumes (Vohralik et al., 2008; Vancassel et al., 2010)
cannot be directly simulated. Commonly, effective emissions
are introduced in order to take into account nonlinear effects
(Petry et al., 1998; Paoli et al., 2011).

The focus of the present study is on the impact of wake
vortices on the tracer distribution rather than on the wake vor-
tex evolution itself. Details of the vortex dynamics are only
shortly addressed, since the underlying phenomena were pre-
viously discussed and quantified in the literature.

The simulations start at a wake age when it is reasonable to
assume that the jets have already cooled to the ambient tem-

perature, axial velocities are negligible and the vortices are
fully rolled up. The simulations are carried out until the co-
herent vortex structures disappeared, the downward motion
stopped, and the plume in the primary wake is released.

At that time, the temporal changes in the concentration
distribution become smaller and smaller as the impact of
the aircraft-induced dynamics on the tracer distribution has
mostly ceased. Then, the final plume dimensions can be used
to initialise larger-scale models in which aircraft-induced dy-
namics are not incorporated.

The paper is structured as follows. In the following sec-
tion, we begin with a brief description of the two employed
models – EULAG and NTMIX – and the simulation setup.
Section 3 discusses the plume evolution in detail for a ref-
erence case. This is followed by thorough sensitivity analy-
ses varying stratification, ambient turbulence, linear vertical
wind shear, vortex initial circulation, and initial spatial dis-
tribution. Section 4 compares the EULAG simulation results
with NTMIX results and aircraft in-situ observations. More
general implications of our results are discussed in Sect. 5.
Conclusions are drawn in the Sect. 6.

2 Model description and setup

The simulations have mainly been carried out with the com-
putational model EULAG (Prusa et al., 2008), proven for
large-eddy simulation of turbulent thermally-stratified flows.
In addition, the alternative computational model NTMIX was
applied to selected experimental setups, in order to corrobo-
rate the results obtained with EULAG.

2.1 EULAG-LCM

As a default, EULAG assumes the anelastic equations of
Lipps and Hemler (Lipps and Hemler, 1982), describing
a non-rotating thermally-stratified fluid including dissipa-
tive/diffusive effects

Dv

Dt
= −∇π ′

− g
θ ′

θb
+

1

ρb
∇ · τ , (1a)

Dθ ′

Dt
= −v · ∇θe +

1

ρb
∇ ·h, (1b)

∇ · (ρbv)= 0, (1c)

DC

Dt
=

1

ρb
∇ · j . (1d)

In Eqs. (1), v, θ , ρ, andπ represent, respectively, the ve-
locity vector, potential temperature, density, and a density-
normalised pressure. Moreover,D/Dt = ∂/∂t + v · ∇, and
g = (0,0,−g)T is the gravitational acceleration vector. The
subscriptb appearing withρ and θ refers to prescribed
horizontally-homogeneous basic state profiles in hydrostatic
balance (Clark and Farley, 1984). In addition to the basic
state, a more general ambient state denoted by the subscripte

is introduced, seePrusa et al.(2008) for a discussion. In our
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setup, the basic and ambient state are identical. The primed
variablesθ ′ andπ ′ correspond to deviations from the ambient
state. The last terms on the rhs of Eqs. (1a), (1b) and (1d) rep-
resent sub-grid (turbulent) dissipation of momentum and dif-
fusion of heat, with the symbolsτ , h andj denoting the de-
viatoric stress tensor, the heat flux vector and the scalar diffu-
sion flux vector, respectively. Here, the latter are modelled by
means of an eddy viscosity/diffusivity assumption with dis-
sipation/diffusion coefficients proportional to the square root
of the prognostic “turbulent kinetic energy” (TKE) (Schu-
mann, 1991; Piotrowski et al., 2009).

The prognostic equations of the governing set (1) can be
written in a generic conservation law form

∂(ρbψ)

∂t
+ ∇ · (vρbψ)= ρbR

ψ , (2)

with ψ =ψ(t,x) denoting the transported mass-specific
variable (i.e.ψ represents the three components of the veloc-
ity vectorv or the potential temperature perturbationθ ′) and
Rψ summarises the corresponding rhs forcing terms. Follow-
ing Smolarkiewicz and Margolin(1998), a compact descrip-
tion of the prognostic solution algorithm for Eq. (2) on the
regular numerical grid(tn,xi) can be given as

ψn+1
i =Ai(ψ̃,v

n+1/2,ρb)+ 0.5δt Rψ |
n+1
i , (3)

where hereAi symbolises the flux-form non-oscillatory
forward-in-time (NFT) advection transport scheme MP-
DATA (for multidimensional positive definite advection
transport algorithm,Smolarkiewicz and Margolin, 1998),
and ψ̃ ≡ψn+ 0.5δt Rψ |

n. The n, n+ 1/2, andn+ 1 su-
perscripts in Eq. (3) denote the time level, the subscripti

is the spatial grid vector index, andδt the time step incre-
ment. The scheme in Eq. (3) is implicit with respect to the
dependent variablesψ resolved on the co-located grid (dissi-
pation/diffusion terms are treated explicitly with first-order
accuracy, seeSmolarkiewicz and Margolin(1998)). Alge-
braic inversion and insertion into the mass continuity Eq. (1c)
leads to an elliptic boundary value problem for the pressure
variableπ ′. The complete development and details about the
applied preconditioned generalised conjugate residual itera-
tive solver can be found inPrusa et al.(2008); Smolarkiewicz
and Szmelter(2011) andKühnlein et al.(2012). Finally, for
second-order accuracy of the MPDATA moduleA in Eq. (3),
the availability of anO(δt2) estimate for the advective veloc-
ity v at the intermediate time leveltn+1/2 is required, and var-
ious predictor schemes exist for that purpose (Smolarkiewicz
and Margolin, 1998). For the wake vortex flows considered
herein, a variant of a nonlinear predictor scheme has been
found useful, which is highlighted in Appendix A. The ap-
plied nonlinear predictor scheme allows to run the model
with a Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) number up to 1 for
the wake vortex flows (compared to a CFL number of≈ 0.2
using a linear extrapolation scheme). Thus, the time step1t

could be substantially increased.

Recently, a microphysics module with Lagrangian ice par-
ticle tracking was coupled to EULAG and forms the model
version EULAG-LCM (Sölch and Kärcher, 2010). For the
present study, all microphysical processes are switched off
and the simulation particles (representing the passive tracer)
are simply advected with the grid point velocity plus an addi-
tional turbulent velocity. The turbulent velocity accounts for
the sub-grid scale turbulent dispersion via the TKE equation.
The EULAG model has been extensively used for aviation-
related numerical modelling in the past (Unterstrasser et al.,
2008; Unterstrasser and Gierens, 2010b; Jeßberger et al.,
2013).

2.2 NTMIX

NTMIX is a high-order solver developed for direct and
large-eddy simulation of turbulent two-phase flows based
on an Eulerian-Lagrangian approach. The fully compress-
ible Navier-Stokes equations are solved in conservative form
for the gaseous carrier phase while the dispersed phase is
treated using a Lagrangian particle tracking method. As the
details of the model and its derivation have been already pre-
sented elsewhere (Paoli et al., 2003, 2008) only a short sum-
mary is presented here. In the LES version of the model
used in this study the transport equations for the velocity
field v, total energyE ≡ cvT + (v · v)/2 (with cv the gas
specific heat at constant volume), and scalar fieldC are fil-
tered spatially so that any variableφ(x) is decomposed into
a resolved partφ(x) and a sub-grid scale partφ′′(x), with
φ(x)= φ(x)+φ′′(x). For compressible flows, Favre-filtered
variables are used, defined asφ(x)= φ̃(x)+φ′(x), with
φ̃ = ρφ/ρ. Using this approach, the Favre-averaged Navier-
Stokes equations in Cartesian coordinates are (Paoli et al.,
2003):

∂ρ

∂t
+ ∇ · (ρ ṽ)= 0 (4a)

∂(ρ ṽ)

∂t
+ ∇ · (ρ ṽ ⊗ ṽ +p I )= ρg + ∇ · τ + ∇ · τ̃m (4b)

∂(ρẼ)

∂t
+ ∇ ·

[(
ρẼ+p

)
ṽ
]
= ρg · ṽ + ∇ · (τ ṽ)+ ∇ · h

+ ∇ · (̃τ m̃v)− ∇ · hm (4c)

∂(ρ C̃)

∂t
+ ∇ ·

(
ρ C̃ ṽ

)
= ∇ · j − ∇ · j̃m (4d)

whereτ̃m = µm

[
∇ṽ + ∇ṽT −

2

3
(∇ · ṽ)I

]
is the (resolved)

molecular shear stress tensor,̃hm = −
µmcp

Prm
∇T̃ is the

molecular heat flux vector,̃jm = −
µm

Scm
∇C̃ is the molecu-

lar scalar diffusion flux vector, while the resolved pressure,
temperature and density are related by the perfect gas law
p = Rρ T̃ (with R the specific gas constant).
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The Prandtl and Schmidt numbers are set to Prm =

Scm = 0.7. The turbulent (sub-grid scale) stress tensor,τ =

−ρ
(
ṽ ⊗ u − ṽ ⊗ ṽ

)
, the turbulent heat flux vector,h =

−ρcp
(
T̃ v − T̃ ṽ

)
, and the turbulent scalar diffusion flux

vectorj = −ρ
(
C̃v − C̃ ṽ

)
, are modelled through sub-grid-

scale eddy-viscosity concept (Moin et al., 1991; Lesieur and
Comte, 2001):

τ = −
tr(τ )

3
+µt

[̃
v + ∇ṽT −

2

3
(∇ · ṽ)I

]
(5a)

h = −
µtcp

Prt
∇

[
T̃ −

tr(τ )

2ρcv

]
(5b)

j = −
µt

Sct
∇C̃ (5c)

where the trace of the turbulent stress tensor tr(τ ) is neg-
ligible for weakly compressible flows as those studied here
(Ng and Erlebacher, 1992; Lesieur and Comte, 2001), while
turbulent Prandtl and Schmidt numbers are assumed to be
constant with Prt = Sct = 0.419 as done in previous simu-
lations of aircraft wakes flows (Gerz and Holzäpfel, 1999).
The turbulent viscosityµt is obtained through the Filtered
Structure Function model (Métais and Lesieur, 1992; Ducros
et al., 1996). Equations (4a)–(4d) are discretised on co-
located meshes with non-uniform grid spacing using a three-
dimensional, finite differences Navier-Stokes solver. The
spatial derivatives are computed using the sixth order com-
pact scheme byLele (1992) with modified coefficients to
take into account the exact metrics of the mesh (Gamet et al.,
1999). Compact schemes are known to provide spectral-like
resolution, which is particularly helpful to represent accu-
rately turbulent fluctuations in DNS and LES of turbulent
flows (Lele, 1992). Finally, integration in time is performed
by means of a low-storage third-order Runge-Kutta method
with maximum CFL number fixed here to 0.5. The code
has been used and validated for temporal simulations of co-
rotating (Le Dizès and Laporte, 2002; Nybelen and Paoli,
2009) and counter-rotating (Laporte and Corjon, 2000) vor-
tices, jet-vortex interactions (Paoli et al., 2003), and contrails
(Paoli et al., 2004, 2013).

2.3 Simulation setup

The domain has dimensionsLx = 384m,Ly = 400 m and
Lz = 768 m. The transverse direction is alongx, the flight di-
rection (longitudinal) alongy, and the vertical alongz. The
grid resolution is 1 m along the vertical and transverse direc-
tion and 2 m along flight direction. Periodic boundaries are
applied in the horizontal and rigid boundaries in the vertical
direction. The domain in the transverse directionLx is wide
enough to neglect the influence of one vortex on the other
across the period boundary. The size ofLy is chosen to allow
for the most unstable (Crow) mode of the elliptic instability
of the counter-rotating vortex pair to develop in the domain
(Leweke and Williamson, 1998; Laporte and Corjon, 2000).

In order to avoid interaction with the upper and lower bound-
aries, a relatively large value forLz is used. For the NTMIX
simulations, the resolution along the flight direction is 4 m. In
Sect.3.6, a EULAG sensitivity study with varied1y shows
that this parameter is of minor importance. Throughout the
simulation, the domain size and grid resolution are kept con-
stant. Thus, no mapping on a coarser grid or an extension to
a larger domain is performed, which is advantageous for a
consistent treatment of the ambient turbulence field.

The time step1t depends on the setup (e.g. initial circu-
lation 00, vertical wind shears) and is around 0.02–0.03s.
At the later stages of a simulation, once the vortices are
weaker, it is increased to 0.06s. The simulations were run un-
til Tsim = 360s and the number of time steps is of order 104.
In NTMIX, the time step1tNTMIX = 0.002s is considerably
smaller for the limitation imposed by the acoustic waves and
the simulations are more expensive.

A Lamb-Oseen vortex with core radiusrc = 3 m and initial
circulation00 = 458m2 s−1 is prescribed. The cruise altitude
is located 168 m below the upper boundary and identified
with z= 0 m. The vortex separation distance isb0 = 47.3 m
and corresponds to an aircraft with wingspanbspan= 60 m
(type: Airbus A340 or Boeing B747).

The passive tracer is initialised within two discs (normal
to the flight direction) of radiusRinit = 20 m which are cen-
tred around the vortex cores. This gives an initial plume
cross section of 2.5× 103m2. The concentrationC is uni-
formly C0 = 1.0m−3 and homogeneous along the flight di-
rection. The tracer amount (per meter of flight path) isCtot =

2.5× 103m−1. In Sect.3.5, this rather simple initialisation is
tested and compared to a more detailed initialisation from a
simulation treating the interaction between the vortex and a
model exhaust jet.

By default, two passive tracers are simulated in each run:
the first tracer is initialised by a simple Eulerian variable and
is advected using Eq. (1d), while the second is represented
by means of Lagrangian particles and is advected using the
LCM module. The two types of tracer do not interfere. The
effect of the underlying advection scheme is analysed in
Sect.3.6. Unless noted, solely tracers with Lagrangian treat-
ment are presented in the following sections. Since the ad-
vection algorithm in NTMIX is not positive definite (only
important for the Eulerian tracer), the initial concentration
discontinuity atr = 20 m is smoothed with a standard tanh-
profile in radial direction (e.g.Paoli et al., 2003). For EU-
LAG, which uses the non-oscillatory MPDATA advection al-
gorithm, and for the Lagrangian tracers, the initialisation as
a step function is appropriate.

In the Lagrangian scheme the passive tracer is repre-
sented byNSIP = 150 simulations particles (SIP) per grid
box. Overall, more than 75 million SIPs make up the plume.

For the reference case atmospheric conditions typical of
the upper troposphere are chosen. The parameter values are
listed in Table1.
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In order to introduce fluctuations inu,v,w,θ andp, a pri-
ori LES of decaying turbulence in a stably stratified atmo-
sphere have been carried out as inMisaka et al.(2012) for all
combinations ofNBV andε (background turbulence).

In addition, white noise with maximalurms = 2m s−1 is
introduced along the core radiusrc. Theurms-value decays
exponentially with|r − rc| following Holzäpfel et al.(2001)
(aircraft-induced turbulence).

No vertical shear of the cross-windu is prescribed in the
reference run. In a sensitivity study, a linear wind profile
u(z)= s · (z−Lz/2) was superimposed, wheres is the wind
shear.

For the analysis of wake vortex characteristics (vortex core
position, circulation, topology), we use a 3-D vortex tracking
algorithm developed byHennemann and Holzäpfel(2011).
During post-processing of data the algorithm first determines
the three-dimensional path of the vortex core line and then
computes piecewise curvature radii as a measure of vortex
deformation. Hence, the coherent vortices can be tracked
even after strong deformation and reconnection. This tool
was found to be helpful for the interpretation of the simu-
lation results.

3 Dilution of a passive tracer

In Sect.3.1, the wake vortex and tracer evolution is presented
for the reference case (see Table1 for the parameter settings).
The enhanced tracer dilution due to wake dynamics is high-
lighted by comparing the reference case to simulations with-
out wake vortices and aircraft-induced turbulence.

Thereafter, the individual subsections investigate the sen-
sitivity of various parameters – thermal stratification (given
by Brunt–Väisälä frequencyNBV), turbulence intensity
(given by eddy dissipation rateε), vertical wind shears, ini-
tial circulation00, initial spatial distribution and numerical
parameters – on the extent and dilution of the plume.

In previous studies, the dispersion in the free atmosphere
was computed for 2-D-Gaussian plumes (uniform along
flight direction). Assuming that the plumes remain Gaus-
sian, the evaluation of the variances of the tracer distribu-
tion (σ 2

v ,σ
2
h ,σ

2
s in the vertical, horizontal and shear direc-

tions, respectively) provide a notion on the half-widths of the
plume. The increase in plume dimensions (determined by the
σ -values) can be translated into turbulent diffusivitiesDv and
Dh of the turbulent field by analytical formulas (Konopka,
1995). As will be shown later, the plumes affected by wake
dynamics become clearly non-Gaussian along the vertical di-
rection (see e.g. Fig.3). During the vortex phase, the dynam-
ics are far more complex than in a simpler case with solely
turbulent mixing in the free atmosphere. Thus, the plume di-
mensions and dilution cannot be sufficiently well described
by σ and, consequently,Dv andDh cannot be derived. We
focus on discussing 1-D-profiles of the tracer amounts along
all three dimensions: The tracer profiles are computed and

Table 1. Numerical, atmospheric, aircraft and tracer parameters:
Brunt-Väisälä frequencyNBV , eddy dissipation rateε, pressurep0
and density of airρair at the lower boundary, vertical wind shears,
wingspanbspan, vortex separationb0, initial circulation of each vor-
tex 00, reference timescalet0, initial descent speedw0, core ra-
dius rc, maximum rms of additional turbulent fluctuations around
the core regionurms, radius of initial discsRinit , tracer concentra-
tion C, number of simulation particlesNSIP (in total and per grid
box).

Reference Case

Numerical parameters
1x,1z 1 m 1t 0.02s–0.05s
1y 2 m Lx 384 m
Ly 400 m Lz 768 m
Tsim 360s nt ≈ 10000

Atmospheric parameters
NBV 1.15× 10−2s−1 ε 10−7m2 s−3

p0 250 hPa ρair 0.4kg m−3

s 0s−1

Aircraft and vortex parameters
bspan 60 m b0 47.3 m
00 458m2 s−1 t0 30.4s
w0 1.55m s−1 rc 3 m
urms 2m s−1

Tracer parameters
C0 1.0 m−3 Rinit 20 m

NSIP,GB 150 NSIP,tot ≈ 75×106

Sensitivity studies

turbulence and stratification, see Sect.3.2
NBV/(10−2s−1) 1.15 1.15 0.5 0.5
ε/(m2 s−3) 10−7 10−5 10−7 10−5

CODE REF T N NT
vertical wind shear, see Sect.3.3

s/s−1 0 0.002 0.004 0.006
CODE REF S2 S4 S6

initial circulation, see Sect.3.4
00/(m

2 s−1) 458 520 580 650
CODE REF G1 G2 G3

w0/(m s−1) 1.55 1.75 1.96 2.20
t0/s 30.4 26.8 24.0 21.4

initial spatial distribution, see Sect.3.5
Rinit/m 0− 20 0− 15 0− 25 10− 15
CODE REF R15 R25 RA
Rinit/m 0− 5 jetphase simulation
CODE R05 RJET

A319 case study

Atmospheric parameters
NBV 1.34× 10−2s−1 ε 5× 10−7m2 s−3

p0 249.7 hPa ρair 0.4kg m−3

s 0s−1

Aircraft, vortex and tracer parameters
bspan 34.1 m b0 26.8 m
00 197.6m2 s−1 t0 22.9s
w0 1.17m s−1 rc 3 m
urms 2m s−1 Rinit 12 m or 8 m

www.atmos-chem-phys.net/14/2713/2014/ Atmos. Chem. Phys., 14, 2713–2733, 2014
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scaled as follows:

Cv(z)=
1

Ly

Lx∫
0

Ly∫
0

C(x,y,z)dydx (6)

Cl(y)=

Lx∫
0

Lz∫
0

C(x,y,z)dzdx (7)

Ct(x)=
1

Ly

Lz∫
0

Ly∫
0

C(x,y,z)dydz, (8)

i.e. the concentration distribution is integrated along the
transverse and vertical direction and averaged along the lon-
gitudinal direction. For clarification, we remark that – except
for Sect.4.2 – no profiles of average concentrations are dis-
cussed.

For the computation of the following quantities the La-
grangian tracer field was first smoothed with a running mean.
Each SIP represents a constant concentration ofCSIP =

C0/NSIP. The smoothing explains concentrationsC < CSIP.
For the determination of the plume volumeV , we consider
all grid cells with concentrationC > Clow = 10−3m−3:

V =

∑
C>Clow

1dx dy dz (9)

The (average) plume cross-sectional area is then given by
A := V/Ly. Similarly, for the computation of the median or
mean concentration only grid boxes withC > Clow are taken
into account. The vertical plume centroid is computed as

Zc =

∫ ∫ ∫
z ·C(x,y,z) dx dy dz∫ ∫ ∫
C(x,y,z) dx dy dz

. (10)

Similarly, Zc can be computed for each slice normal to the
flight direction and is then denoted asZc(y).

3.1 Reference simulation

The distribution of the (passive) tracer is controlled by the
dynamics of the wake vortex evolution. This is exemplified
for the reference case in Fig.1 which displays (different)
iso-surfaces of plume concentration and vorticity magnitude
at three evolution stages. Since the vortex pair and the air
within the oval-shaped streamline, which separates the air
sinking with the pair from the environment (Lamb, 1879), de-
scend in a stably stratified atmosphere, baroclinic forces de-
velop between the two air masses inside and outside the oval
(Holzäpfel et al., 2001). These forces create secondary vor-
ticity structures (SVS) which wrap around the primary vor-
tices in more or less regular longitudinal intervals as depicted
in the figure after 1min. The tracer is initially distributed in
two areas around the vortex centres with radii of 20 m. That
is, from the beginning a fraction of the exhaust is found close

Table 2. Gaussian fit parameters of the tracer distribution in trans-
verse and vertical direction for the reference run. Along the vertical
direction the plume is a superposition of three Gaussian distribu-
tions.

plume normalisation centre standard
factorχi zi deviationσi

transverse
1.0 0 m 42 m

vertical
cruise 0.5 −13 m 31 m
curtain 0.2 −100 m 40 m
primary 0.3 −246 m 49 m

to the border of the oval where baroclinicity builds up and,
thus, gets affected by the SVS which detrain some exhaust
and transport it around the oval. At that time the primary vor-
tices and also most of the tracer inside the oval are still organ-
ised in two straight tubes but the tracer concentration varies
strongly along that longitudinal direction already at that early
instant of time as can be imagined from Fig.1 and will be-
come apparent later when we discuss longitudinal variations
of Cl(y).

When the vortex pair continues to descend the baroclin-
icity further increases (it gets “accumulated" along the oval)
and more exhaust material gets detrained by the SVS. These
air and exhaust parcels are warmer than the local environ-
ment and rise adiabatically towards the original emission
height at flight level. Hence, aftert = 3min, the detrained
exhaust forms the so-called curtain between the current de-
scent distance and the flight level. At that time the topology
of the primary vortices shows the effect of the long-wave
elliptic (Crow-) instability (Crow, 1970): The two vortices,
which oscillate in inclined planes, are wider separated around
y = 80 m and only very little separated aroundy = 280 m
compared to the initial separationb0. The closer the vortices,
the quicker they descend and the more rigorous the SVS pro-
duced by the accumulated baroclinicity become. Therefore,
we see the thickest cloud of detrained exhaust in the segment
aroundy = 280 m, where the primary vortices will soon link.
When the two primary vortices eventually touch and connect
(forming a vortex ring), the tracer fraction in that segment
which is still stored inside the oval appears to “explode" and
dilute rapidly.

At t = 6min the primary vortices have already decayed
leaving two “clouds" of incoherent vorticity, i.e. turbulence.
Buoyancy effects lead to a re-accumulation of the tracer
around flight altitude. The lower part of the plume displays
the characteristic puffs due to vortex reconnection and ring
formation (e.g. see photograph and LES results inLewellen
and Lewellen, 1996; Gerz et al., 1998). For a detailed anal-
ysis of the underlying mechanisms of vortex dynamics we
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Fig. 11. Exhaust plume and vorticity distributions from the reference run after 1, 3 and 6 minutes. Shown are iso-surfaces of concentration C
and vorticity magnitude |ω| (in units s−1) with values given in the labels.

Fig. 1. Exhaust plume and vorticity distributions from the reference run after 1, 3 and 6 min. Shown are iso-surfaces of concentration C and
vorticity magnitude|ω| (in units s−1) with values given in the labels.

refer the reader to the papers ofHolzäpfel et al.(2003) and
Misaka et al.(2012).

Figure 2 shows tracer concentrations within thex− z-
plane. In order to demonstrate the longitudinal variations
which arise solely due to dynamical processes, specific slices

rather than a longitudinal average are displayed. Slices with
minimum/maximal tracer amountCl(y) and smallest/largest
vertical plume centroidZc(y) at three selected times are il-
lustrated in separate panels.

www.atmos-chem-phys.net/14/2713/2014/ Atmos. Chem. Phys., 14, 2713–2733, 2014
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Fig. 2. 2-D plume cross-sections from the reference run after 1, 3 and 6 min (from top to bottom). The four columns shows different slices
at y = yp along flight direction, namely the slices with minimal/maximal tracer amountCl(y) and lowest and highest vertical plume centre
Zc(y). The label in each panel denotesyp, the normalised tracer amountCl/Ctot andZc. The fields are smoothed with a running mean using
two adjacent points in each direction. The circles indicate the initial plume position.

At t = 1min the spread in vertical plume centroidZc
(from −82 m to−92 m) is still small. The secondary vortic-
ity structures induce longitudinal flow variationsv along the
vortex centres with wavelengths of a few metres and ampli-
tudes of several cm/s (not shown). These flow variations pile
up and thin out the tracer along flight direction. The max-Cl
slice contains nearly three times more material than the min-
Cl slice. After 3 min the vortex pair descended around 250 m.
Close to the segment of vortex reconnection (y ≈ 280 m) the
slice with maximum tracer content and concurrently with
minimalZc appears aty ≈ 300 m. Especially, the area with
high concentrations in the primary wake is larger than in the
segments with minimalCl and maximalZc. After the disso-
lution of the primary vortex pair to incoherent turbulence it
is evident from the bottom row panel in Fig.2 that on av-
erage the concentrations in the detrained and uplifted sec-
ondary wake are higher than in the plume left by the former
primary wake for all four displayed slices. The slices with

max Cl and minZc feature the puffs already known from
Fig. 1, whereas for the two other cross-sections the former
primary wake is more or less void of tracer.

Some aspects of the tracer evolution are more apparent in
1-D-profiles shown in Fig.3. Initially, the vortex pair de-
scends at a rate ofw0 = 00/(2π b0)= 1.55m s−1. Accord-
ingly, the plume is centred atz= −90 m after 1 min. Af-
ter 3 min the plume reaches a vertical extent of 300 m. De-
trained and buoyant particles form the curtain between the
current descent distance and the original emission height.
After 6 min it even overshoots the flight level (z= 0). More-
over, the peak at flight level is larger and more material is
contained in the secondary wake than in the primary wake.
The final vertical plume structure may be approximated by a
superposition of three Gaussian distributions (depicted with
+- symbols) centred at the peaks of the primary wake, the
original emission altitude and an intermediate level. The
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Fig. 13. Vertical, transverse and longitudinal profiles of accumulated tracer concentrations (from top to bottom). Plume ages are 1, 3 and 6
minutes as indicated on top. The results are shown for the reference simulation (black) and two NOVORTEX-runs with turbulent mixing
only (no vortex dynamics). The NOVORTEX-runs use an eddy dissipation rate of ε= 10−5 m2 s−3. The vertical wind shear is zero (red)
or s= 0.006s−1 (blue). The black +-symbols show Gaussian fits for the reference run. The fit parameters are given in Table 12. The initial
plume is centred around cruise altitude at z = 0m. Note the different Cv-ranges on the abscissa in the top row.

Fig. 3. Vertical, transverse and longitudinal profiles of accumulated tracer concentrations (from top to bottom). Plume ages are 1, 3 and
6 min as indicated on top. The results are shown for the reference simulation (black) and two NOVORTEX-runs with turbulent mixing only
(no vortex dynamics). The NOVORTEX-runs use an eddy dissipation rate ofε = 10−5m2 s−3. The vertical wind shear is zero (red) or
s = 0.006s−1 (blue). The black +-symbols show Gaussian fits for the reference run. The fit parameters are given in TableA2. The initial
plume is centred around cruise altitude atz= 0 m. Note the differentCv-ranges on the abscissa in the top row.

18 S. Unterstrasser et al.: Dimension of aircraft plumes: effect of wake vortices

Fig. 4. Left: normalised frequencies of concentration values C. For the computation of the PDFs exponentially increasing bin sizes were
used. Middle and right: Median of plume concentration and plume cross-sectional area (perpendicular to the flight direction) as a function of
time. Colour coding as in Fig.A1.

3.2 Impact of stratification and turbulence

The decay of the wake vortex pair depends on stratification
and ambient turbulence (Hennemann and Holzäpfel, 2011).
The selected values of Brunt-Väisälä frequencyNBV and
eddy dissipation rateε (Table A1) cover the range typical
of upper tropospheric conditions. The simulations reveal that
for the chosen background values the variation of stratifica-
tion has a much stronger effect on the plume evolution com-

pared to the variation of the turbulence intensity. In partic-
ular, the vertical tracer distribution (first row of Fig.A3) is
significantly affected by stratification.

In the strongly stable environment, the vortices break up
faster, the tracer is at most 400 m below the emission alti-
tude, and buoyant forces cause the tracer to rise and even
protrude above the original emission level. In the case with
weakly stable stratification, the vortex pair descends further
down (nearly 500 m) and carries most of the tracer to much

www.atmos-chem-phys.net/14/1/2014/ Atmos. Chem. Phys., 14, 1–24, 2014

Fig. 3. Vertical, transverse and longitudinal profiles of accumulated tracer concentrations (from top to bottom). Plume ages are 1, 3 and
6 min as indicated on top. The results are shown for the reference simulation (black) and two NOVORTEX-runs with turbulent mixing only
(no vortex dynamics). The NOVORTEX-runs use an eddy dissipation rate ofε = 10−5m2 s−3. The vertical wind shear is zero (red) or
s = 0.006s−1 (blue). The black +- symbols show Gaussian fits for the reference run. The fit parameters are given in Table2. The initial
plume is centred around cruise altitude atz= 0 m. Note the differentCv-ranges on the abscissa in the top row.

18 S. Unterstrasser et al.: Dimension of aircraft plumes: effect of wake vortices

Fig. 14. Left: normalised frequencies of concentration values C. For the computation of the PDFs exponentially increasing bin sizes were
used. Middle and right: Median of plume concentration and plume cross-sectional area (perpendicular to the flight direction) as a function of
time. Colour coding as in Fig. 13.

Fig. 4. Left: normalised frequencies of concentration values C. For the computation of the PDFs exponentially increasing bin sizes were
used. Middle and right: Median of plume concentration and plume cross-sectional area (perpendicular to the flight direction) as a function of
time. Colour coding as in Fig.3.

approximation can be computed by

Cv,appr= Ctot

∑
i

χi N (zi,σi), (11)

whereN is a Gaussian distribution with meanzi and stan-
dard deviationσi . The coefficients are given in Table2. In
Sect.3.2 we will see that the relative importance of the two
peaks depends on stratification and no general approximation
can be given.

Along the transverse direction, two peaks can be still
identified after 1min. Later, the two separate plumes merge

into a single plume with concentration peaking in the mid-
dle (at least in an averaged sense). The profile tends to be-
come Gaussian and a least-square fit yieldsσh = 42 m for
the 6min-plume (see +- symbols).

Additionally, two NOVORTEX-simulations are performed
where the velocity fields are initialised simply with the turbu-
lent background fields (no wake vortices nor aircraft-induced
turbulence are prescribed). The eddy dissipation rate isε =

10−5m2 s−3. Hence, it is one hundred times larger than the
reference value, which is at the lower end of typical upper

www.atmos-chem-phys.net/14/2713/2014/ Atmos. Chem. Phys., 14, 2713–2733, 2014
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Fig. 15. Vertical, transverse and longitudinal profiles of accumulated tracer concentrations (from top to bottom). The curves show simula-
tions for different stratification and turbulence intensities: [NBV/(10−2 s−1), ε/(m2 s−3)] = [1.15,10−7] (black, reference run), [1.15,10−5]
(red), [0.5,10−7] (blue), [0.5,10−5] (green). The time increases from t= 1min to 5min from left to right as indicated above. The left-most
column additionally shows the initial distributions (t= 0min) in grey (identical for all simulations). The initial plume is centred around
cruise altitude at z = 0m. Note the different Cv-ranges on the abscissae in the top row.

Fig. 5.Vertical, transverse and longitudinal profiles of accumulated tracer concentrations (from top to bottom). The curves show simulations
for different stratification and turbulence intensities:[NBV/(10−2s−1),ε/(m2 s−3)] = [1.15,10−7

] (black, reference run),[1.15,10−5
]

(red),[0.5,10−7
] (blue),[0.5,10−5

] (green). The time increases fromt = 1min to 5min from left to right as indicated above. The left-most
column additionally shows the initial distributions (t = 0min) in grey (identical for all simulations). The initial plume is centred around
cruise altitude atz= 0 m. Note the differentCv-ranges on the abscissae in the top row.

tropospheric and lower stratospheric values. Vertical shear
is 0 or 0.006s−1. As expected the vertical extent of the
NOVORTEX-plumes is much smaller since (natural) vertical
mixing (especially in a stably stratified atmosphere) is lower
than vortex-induced transport and mixing. Horizontal mixing
is strong enough to partly merge the two initially separated
jets.

In the first minutes, as long as the primary vortices are in-
tact, they trap the exhaust and inhibit horizontal dispersion,
as the NOVORTEX-plumes are broader than the reference
plume att = 3min. The tracer concentrationCl varies con-
siderably (by a factor 2 to 4) along flight directiony. Ini-
tially, these variations ofCl (and the detrainment pattern as
in Fig. 1 at t = 1min) occur randomly at small scales iny
and are caused by the secondary vorticity structures. Conse-
quently, these small-scale variations do not show up in the
NOVORTEX-cases. Att = 3 and 6min the variations are
spatially smoother and are associated with the evolving long-
wave Crow instability and the formation of a vortex ring.
This behaviour can often be observed in the sky when con-
trails have regular mammatus or smoke rings (see Fig.1 at
6min). We note that also for the NOVORTEX-cases the vari-
ations are eventually similar in amplitude. However, they ap-

pear to be a bit more noisy, as turbulent structures are less
coherent than the vortex-induced dynamical pattern.

Consistent with the stronger vertical transport and mixing,
the reference run features a concentration PDF (Fig.4 left)
peaking at lower concentration value than the NOVORTEX-
simulations. After three minutes the most frequent concen-
tration value is about one order of magnitude smaller than the
initial valueC0 = 1m−3. Similarly, the median of the con-
centration PDF drops down to 5 % of the initial value (Fig.4
middle). Whereas the cross-sectional plume area barely dou-
bled for the NOVORTEX-cases, enhanced mixing due to
wake vortices leads to an increase by a factor of 17 after
6 min (Fig.4 right). Interestingly, the impact of vertical wind
shear on the turbulent mixing is low and no significant differ-
ences arise in the concentration PDFs, median and the plume
area between the two NOVORTEX-cases within 6 min.

3.2 Impact of stratification and turbulence

The decay of the wake vortex pair depends on stratifica-
tion and ambient turbulence (Hennemann and Holzäpfel,
2011). The selected values of Brunt-Väisälä frequencyNBV
and eddy dissipation rateε (Table1) cover the range typi-
cal of upper tropospheric conditions. The simulations reveal
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Fig. 16. Temporal evolution of the median of plume concentration C (left), the plume cross-sectional area (middle) and the centre of the
plume in the vertical direction (right) for different stratification and turbulence intensities. Colour coding as in Fig. 15.

Fig. 6.Temporal evolution of the median of plume concentrationC (left), the plume cross-sectional area (middle) and the centre of the plume
in the vertical direction (right) for different stratification and turbulence intensities. Colour coding as in Fig.5.S. Unterstrasser et al.: Dimension of aircraft plumes: effect of wake vortices 21

Fig. 17. Normalised frequencies of concentration values C at t=
1min (solid) and t= 5min (dotted) for different stratification and
turbulence intensities. For the computation of the PDFs exponen-
tially increasing bin sizes were used. Additionally the initial pdf
(t= 0min) is shown in grey (delta function for all simulations).
Colour coding as in Fig. 15.

Fig. 7. Normalised frequencies of concentration values C att =

1min (solid) andt = 5min (dotted) for different stratification and
turbulence intensities. For the computation of the PDFs exponen-
tially increasing bin sizes were used. Additionally the initial pdf
(t = 0min) is shown in grey (delta function for all simulations).
Colour coding as in Fig.5.

that for the chosen background values the variation of
stratification has a much stronger effect on the plume evolu-
tion compared to the variation of the turbulence intensity. In
particular, the vertical tracer distribution (first row of Fig.5)
is significantly affected by stratification.

In the strongly stable environment, the vortices break up
faster, the tracer is at most 400 m below the emission alti-
tude, and buoyant forces cause the tracer to rise and even
protrude above the original emission level. In the case with
weakly stable stratification, the vortex pair descends further
down (nearly 500 m) and carries most of the tracer to much
lower altitudes compared to the strongly stratified case. Since
buoyancy is weak, the plume top barely reaches the origi-
nal emission level and the primary wake contains more ma-
terial than the secondary wake. The final difference in the
vertical plume centroid is more than 150 m between the two
stratification scenarios (Fig.6 right). Moreover, this figure
nicely demonstrates the minor impact of the turbulence vari-
ations typical at cruise level. Here, the stronger turbulence
causes a slightly earlier vortex break up. (Note that in a neu-
trally or convectively, i.e. unstably, stratified atmosphere –
as, for example, in the atmospheric boundary layer closer to
the ground – vortex evolution would crucially depend on tur-
bulence.)

Along the transverse/longitudinal direction (second/third
row of Fig.5) the tracer distribution evolves similarly within
the first minutes. After 3 to 4 min the plume becomes broader
in the weakly stable case. This is connected to the formation
of much wider vortex rings as the application of the vortex
tracking algorithm byHennemann and Holzäpfel(2011) re-
veals. More pronounced vortex rings also lead to a strongly
inhomogeneous distribution along the flight direction with a
strong tracer accumulation in segments of only 100 m length.

Although the plume shapes evolve fairly differently, no
strong signature of the meteorological parameters can be
found in the concentration PDFs (Fig.7) nor in the tempo-
ral evolution of the median concentration and the plume area
(Fig. 6).

3.3 Impact of the vertically sheared cross-wind

The linearly sheared cross-wind takes the valuess =

0,0.002,0.004 or 0.006s−1, respectively. This resembles the
typical range observed in the upper troposphere (Dürbeck
and Gerz, 1996; Unterstrasser and Gierens, 2010a).

During the vortex descent the plume gets more and more
tilted and consequently the width of the plume increases.
The higher the wind shear, the stronger the broadening of
the plume. After 6 min the plumes have widths of around
200m,300m,500 m and 600 m for the shear values listed
above (not shown).

A linear profile of the background cross-winds =

dU/dz= const does not directly affect the primary vortices
�y, but it enhances the componentωx by tilting the compo-
nentωz of, e.g. background turbulent eddies or the evolving
secondary vorticity structures which, in turn, act on the pri-
mary vortices. Since the timescale 1/s of the strongest shear
rate case is about 3min, thus 6 times larger thant0, the vor-
tex pair has to descend by about 6 initial vortex spacings
(280 m) before the shear has a sensible effect on the SVS
and the mixing. This fact is corroborated by the evolution of
the vertical tracer profiles which is shown in Fig.8 for three
different instants of times. Whereas the vertical tracer distri-
bution is practically the same for all cases att = 1min and
3min, it differs att = 6min. The higher the wind shear, the
lower the location of the secondary wake. We speculate that
shear-induced turbulence enhances mixing which dilutes the

www.atmos-chem-phys.net/14/2713/2014/ Atmos. Chem. Phys., 14, 2713–2733, 2014
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Fig. 18. Vertical profiles of accumulated tracer concentrations for
various vertical wind shear values s= 0 (black, reference run),
0.002s−1 (red), 0.004s−1 (green) and 0.006s−1 (blue). Note the
different Cv-ranges on the abscissae and the time labels.

Fig. 8. Vertical profiles of accumulated tracer concentrations for
various vertical wind shear valuess = 0 (black, reference run),
0.002s−1 (red), 0.004s−1 (green) and 0.006s−1 (blue). Note the
differentCv-ranges on the abscissae and the time labels.

buoyant plume more strongly and thus weakens the updraft.
The vertical plume centres diverge less than 30 m after 6 min
and even the evolution of the plume areas shows only small
differences, less than 10 % (not shown).

3.4 Impact of aircraft parameters

The vortex descent and decay is affected by the initial circu-
lation00 which is given by

00 =
gM

ρair b0U
. (12)

For a fixed aircraft type (i.e. vortex separationb0 un-
changed), the initial circulation mainly depends on the air-
craft massM (payload, kerosene supply) since the density
of air (ρair = 0.4 kgm−3) and cruise speed (U = 0.78 Mach)
do not change significantly in cruise conditions. The refer-
ence case with00 = 458m2 s−1 corresponds to a mass at the
lower end of the range for a A340/B747. Thus, the reference
case is compared to cases with larger00-values of 520,580
and 650m2 s−1. The larger the initial circulation, the faster
the initial descent (w0 = 1.55,1.75,1.96 and 2.20m s−1, re-
spectively) which is apparent in the different vertical dis-
placements of the plumes in Fig.9. The mutual velocity in-
duction of the two vortices is largest for the high00-case
and detrimental effects upon each other lead to a faster vor-
tex decay (see e.g.Holzäpfel, 2006). The final displacement
position of the primary wake is very similar (except for the
650m2 s−1-case where vortices descended around 50 m fur-
ther down) since the faster descent speed is compensated by a
shorter vortex life time and a stronger rebound due to buoy-
ancy. Qualitatively, the partitioning into a primary and sec-
ondary wake is similar for all four cases and the variation is
much smaller than that caused by a change in stratification.
No qualitative changes occur for the distribution in longitu-
dinal or transverse direction (not shown).

The cross-sectional area increases by a factor of 17–24
within 6 min and is larger for higher circulation (Fig.10). In
wake vortex research it is common to describe the wake vor-
tex age in terms of a normalised time unitt0 = (2π b0

2)/00.
This scaling is favourable when vortices of aircraft with dif-
fering b0 and/or00 are compared (Gerz et al., 2002). In
our case,t0 ranges from 21s to 30s (see Table1). The
curves lie much closer together, when the plume area evo-
lution is plotted overt∗ = t/t0, which confirms the valid-
ity of the scaling approach. Interestingly, the trend is even
reversed, i.e.A(t∗;00 = 458m2 s−1) is slightly larger than
A(t∗;00 = 650m2 s−1). This is consistent with theNBV-
dependency ofA(t∗) reported in Sect.3.2. In both sensitivity
tests (NBV- and00-variation)A(t∗) is larger for higher nor-
malisedN∗

BV =NBV t0.

3.5 Variation of initial spatial distribution

Since the initial spatial distribution of the tracer is prescribed
in a rather simple way in this study, we perform a sensitivity
study varying the radiusRinit of the discs containing the ini-
tial tracer. The reference case with 20 m is supplemented by
simulations changingRinit by ±5 m. Two further simulations
use a small disc withRinit = 5 m and an annulus with inner
radiusRi = 10 m and outer radiusRe = 15 m, respectively.
Besides these idealised initialisations, we further employ a
non-uniform concentration field. This initial tracer distribu-
tion is obtained from a 3-D large-eddy simulation of the near-
field wake that takes into account the interaction between the
wake vortex and the exhaust jet (Paoli et al., 2013). Fig. 11
shows a 2-D contour plot of the initial scalar distribution gen-
erated by a large 4-engine aircraft (consistent with our choice
of aircraft type). The main features of the interaction are the
entrainment of the jet around the vortex core and the forma-
tion of vortex rings that are later dissipated by turbulent mix-
ing and by the relaminarazing effect of vortex rotation (as
shown for example by the snapshots of vorticity in Fig. 10
of Paoli et al., 2003). These mechanisms determine the verti-
cal and horizontal extension of the plume and hence the wake
structure at the beginning of the vortex phase. The initial ver-
tical profiles of all initialisation variants are shown in the left
panel of Fig.12. In the non-reference simulations, the con-
centrationsC were scaled such that the total tracer amount is
equal to the reference valueCtot = 2π 202m−1.

After two minutes an initialisation effect is still apparent.
The stronger the tracer was initially concentrated around the
vortex centre, the more material is contained in the primary
wake. However, the differences reduce over time. The de-
trainment rate and the extent of the curtain are similar for all
cases except for the very narrow initialisation (Rinit = 5 m).
At the end of the vortex phase, the vertical distribution is
qualitatively very similar. Again, it can be concluded that
stratification has a much stronger impact on the relative im-
portance of primary and secondary wake. Our interpretation
is that turbulence tends to homogenise the tracer distribution
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Fig. 19. Vertical profiles of accumulated tracer concentrations for various initial circulations Γ0 = 458 (black, reference run), 520 (red), 580
(green) and 650m2 s−1 (blue). Note the different Cv-ranges on the abscissae and the time labels.

Fig. 9. Vertical profiles of accumulated tracer concentrations for various initial circulations00 = 458 (black, reference run), 520 (red), 580
(green) and 650m2 s−1 (blue). Note the differentCv-ranges on the abscissae and the time labels.
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Fig. 110. Plume cross-sectional area for four different initial circu-
lations. Colour coding as in Fig. 19.Fig. 10.Plume cross-sectional area for four different initial circula-

tions. Colour coding as in Fig.9.

in such a way that the initial structure of the plume is ‘for-
gotten’ at the end of the vortex phase. This also reflects the
linear character of the scalar transport Eq. (4d). (Note the ex-
trapolation to non-passive scalars is not trivial as it can be
biased by nonlinear effects such as chemical reactions or mi-
crophysical processes in the case of contrails). An exception
to the above argument is represented by the case of initial
radiusRinit = 5 m where, unlike the other cases, the tracer
is initially concentrated inside the vortex core. This hampers
the effect of turbulence diffusion with the consequence that
a large fraction of the tracer remains trapped in the primary
wake.

All idealistic initialisations assumed an initially uniform
concentration across the specified cross-section. Only the jet
phase model output has a non-uniform distribution whose
PDF is depicted in Fig.13. The PDFs after 2 and 4 min
show similar patterns for both initialisations. This suggests
that also the assumption of homogeneity is uncritical for our
purposes.

We conclude that this sensitivity test, a posteriori, justifies
the application of the rather simple default initial distribution
used throughout this study.
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Fig. 111. 2D contour plot of initial concentration as obtained from
the NTMIX jetphase simulation. For better comparison, the radii
of the various idealised spatial initialisation are added (Rinit =
5,15,20 and 25m). The idealised initialisations use a uniform con-
centration C0 = 1.0m−3 within two discs of radius Rinit.

Fig. 11.2-D contour plot of initial concentration as obtained from
the NTMIX jetphase simulation. For better comparison, the radii
of the various idealised spatial initialisation are added (Rinit =

5,15,20 and 25 m). The idealised initialisations use a uniform con-
centrationC0 = 1.0m−3 within two discs of radiusRinit .

3.6 Numerical issues

For the sake of completeness, this section reports several
sensitivity studies testing miscellaneous numerical parame-
ters and approaches. First, we present a (limited) exercise
of model verification by comparing the Eulerian and La-
grangian approaches to represent scalar transport. Note this is
an important issue in the numerical modelling with a mixed
Eulerian/Lagrangian approach. Active simulation particles
represent, e.g. contrail ice crystals, whereas water vapour is
treated as a Eulerian variable. Since these quantities are cou-
pled via microphysical processes, similar dispersion proper-
ties are desirable to exclude spurious interactions. It is known
that for passive particles the quality of Lagrangian track-
ing depends essentially on the number of particles (samples)
used to reconstruct Eulerian statistics. On the other hand in
an Eulerian approach the transport properties rely mainly on
the quality of the underlying mesh and the numerical scheme
– ideally low dispersive and low dissipative. For the particu-
lar case analysed here the mesh resolution and the number of
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Fig. 112. Vertical profiles of accumulated tracer concentrations at t= 0,1,2 and 4min (from left to right) for various initial spatial distribu-
tions: Uniform concentration inside discs of radius Rinit = 20m (black, reference run), 15m (blue), 25m (red) and 5m (magenta) as well as
inside an annulus with inner radius Ri = 10m and outer radius Re = 15m (green). A further simulation was initialised with a non-uniform
concentration field (brown) provided by a jet phase simulation of Paoli et al. (2013). For the present analysis, the concentration fields of
the non-reference simulations were scaled such that the total tracer amount equals the value of the reference run. This implies that the area
enclosed by the various curves is equal for all simulations. Note the different axis ranges in both directions.

Fig. 12.Vertical profiles of accumulated tracer concentrations att = 0,1,2 and 4min (from left to right) for various initial spatial distribu-
tions: Uniform concentration inside discs of radiusRinit = 20 m (black, reference run), 15 m (blue), 25 m (red) and 5 m (magenta) as well as
inside an annulus with inner radiusRi = 10 m and outer radiusRe = 15 m (green). A further simulation was initialised with a non-uniform
concentration field (brown) provided by a jet phase simulation ofPaoli et al.(2013). For the present analysis, the concentration fields of
the non-reference simulations were scaled such that the total tracer amount equals the value of the reference run. This implies that the area
enclosed by the various curves is equal for all simulations. Note the different axis ranges in both directions.
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Fig. 113. Normalised frequencies of concentration values C for
t= 0 (solid), 2 (dotted) and 4min (dashed) for two initial spatial
distributions: Default uniform concentration within discs of radius
Rinit = 20m (black, reference run) and non-uniform concentration
field (brown) provided by a jet phase simulation (Paoli et al., 2013)
(brown). The total tracer amount is the same in both simulations.

Fig. 13.Normalised frequencies of concentration valuesC for t = 0
(solid), 2 (dotted) and 4min (dashed) for two initial spatial dis-
tributions: Default uniform concentration within discs of radius
Rinit = 20 m (black, reference run) and non-uniform concentration
field (brown) provided by a jet phase simulation (Paoli et al., 2013)
(brown). The total tracer amount is the same in both simulations.

numerical particles is sufficiently high that the results can be
considered as “converged” with respect to these parameters.
Indeed, Fig.14 shows that the methods yields very similar
results in terms of vertical profiles and PDF distributions of
the tracer.

As a default the simulations started with 150 SIPs per grid-
box. Additional runs with 50 and 300 SIPs per grid box gave
practically identical results and confirm the convergence of
the Lagrangian approach.

Along flight direction the grid resolution is1y = 2 m (for
all EULAG simulations). NTMIX simulations presented in
the subsequent section use1y = 4 m for matters of cost ef-
fectiveness. A EULAG sensitivity study with1y = 1 m and
4 m shows a minor sensitivity to1y and indicates the NT-
MIX resolution to be reasonable (also considering the higher
precision of the numerical scheme).

Furthermore, we found that using a larger initial vortex
core radiusrc – though affecting the circulation evolution –

28 S. Unterstrasser et al.: Dimension of aircraft plumes: effect of wake vortices

Fig. 114. Lagrangian (black) and a Eulerian (red) tracer taken from
the reference run.
Top: Vertical profiles of accumulated tracer concentrations
Bottom: Normalised frequencies of concentration values C for t=
1 (solid), 3 (dotted) and 6min (dashed).

Fig. 14.Lagrangian (black) and a Eulerian (red) tracer taken from
the reference run. Top: Vertical profiles of accumulated tracer con-
centrations. Bottom: Normalised frequencies of concentration val-
uesC for t = 1 (solid), 3 (dotted) and 6min (dashed).

was of no relevance to the detrainment and distribution char-
acteristics of the passive tracer.

4 Validation and comparison with observations

To increase confidence in the simulated detrainment and dis-
persion of the passive tracer, comparisons with an alternative
LES model NTMIX and with aircraft in-situ measurements
are presented in following subsections.
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Fig. 115. Vertical profiles of accumulated tracer concentra-
tions of the EULAG (solid) and NTMIX (dotted) model af-
ter 5 minutes. The curves show the model comparison for dif-
ferent stratification and turbulence intensities (as in Fig. 15):
[NBV/(10−2 s−1), ε/(m2 s−3)] = [1.15,10−7] (black, reference
run), [1.15,10−5] (red), [0.5,10−7] (blue). The initial plume is cen-
tred around cruise altitude at z = 0m.

Fig. 15.Vertical profiles of accumulated tracer concentrations of the
EULAG (solid) and NTMIX (dotted) model after 5 min. The curves
show the model comparison for different stratification and turbu-
lence intensities (as in Fig.5): [NBV/(10−2s−1),ε/(m2 s−3)] =

[1.15,10−7
] (black, reference run),[1.15,10−5

] (red),[0.5,10−7
]

(blue). The initial plume is centred around cruise altitude atz= 0 m.

4.1 Model comparison EULAG – NTMIX

The comparison of EULAG and NTMIX is performed
for three different environmental conditions, namely the
reference case (NBV = 1.15× 10−2s−1, ε = 10−7m2 s−3)
and sensitivity runs with either reduced stability (NBV =

0.5× 10−2s−1) or increased turbulence intensity (ε =

10−5m2 s−3). The corresponding EULAG runs were already
discussed in detail in Sect.3.2, and showed a large sen-
sitivity to thermal stratification and a weaker sensitivity to
the turbulence intensity. The numerical characteristics of the
two models are described in Sect.2. Basically, they differ in
terms of model equations (anelastic approximation to fully
compressible), resulting numerical solution techniques and
the consistency order of the employed difference schemes.
A conclusive comparison is achieved by using identical se-
tups in both models (vertical atmospheric profiles, spatial
tracer initialisation, turbulence fields, vortex characteristics).
Generally, we find an excellent qualitative agreement be-
tween the two models. We thus confine ourselves to sim-
ply presenting vertical profiles of the tracer distribution af-
ter 5 min in Fig.15. For each of the three environmental
cases, the final vertical displacement and the plume vertical
extent are similar within a few tens of metres. Regarding the
relative importance of the primary/secondary wake and the
buoyancy-driven overshooting, the sensitivity to stratification
and turbulence is similar in both models. This very convinc-
ing model comparison gives confidence in the general model
capabilities and more specifically in the presented EULAG
sensitivity studies (not covered by NTMIX simulations).

4.2 Comparison with in-situ NO-measurements

Here, we compare EULAG simulations to in-situ measure-
ments of exhaust trace gas distributions during the vortex
phase. We choose measurements of reactive nitrogen species
(NOy) behind an A-319 on 19 November 2008 obtained dur-
ing the CONCERT campaign (Jurkat et al., 2011) onboard
the DLR research aircraft Falcon. Primarily, the campaign
aimed at probing contrails. In aircraft plumes of ages smaller
than 3 min NOy is dominated by NO and NO2, and to a
much lesser amount gas phase HONO and HNO3 (Trem-
mel et al., 1998) from which only a small portion may be
lost to the particulate phase at this early stage (Schäuble
et al., 2009). For our purpose it may therefore be treated
as passive tracer to a good approximation. The atmospheric
condition and aircraft properties were recorded and are em-
ployed for the simulation with EULAG shown. They are
listed in Table1/“A319 case study" along with the vortex
and plume parameters. The initial NOy mixing ratio enhance-
ment ofXNOy,0 = 46.55 nmol mol−1 inside the two circular
jet plumes after 20s is calculated according to

XNOy,0 =
EINOxηma

VρairmNOyR
2
initπ

, (13)

where mNOy is the molar mass of NO2 also used in the calcu-
lated emission indexEINOx using the DLR fuel flow method
described byDöpelheuer and Lecht(1999) with a fuel flow
rateη = 0.9 t/h/engine at an airspeed ofV = 224m s−1. The
Falcon follows the A319 with slightly slower airspeed to
probe several plume segments of steadily increasing age
while trying to stay inside the plume at different vertical po-
sitions. In Fig.16 the 1s-average values of the normalised
NOy in-situ measurements are indicated as diamonds for se-
lected plume age intervals of 10 seconds centred around the
indicated times. We mimic this sampling strategy in the sim-
ulation by defining a straight line segment in flight direction.
This segment starts in a region with enhanced mixing ratio
and we build an average value for mixing ratio along our do-
main size in flight direction, corresponding roughly to the
1s averages in the measurements. We repeat this procedure
for a large number of different flight segments to account for
the spatial heterogeneity in the tracer distribution. Thus, we
reproduce the pilots intent to stay inside the plume and the
horizontal heterogeneity integrated in the 1s-average values
of a single measurement point. The comparison is limited by
the fact that we only have one instance of a plume segment in
the simulation in contrast to a variety of different plume seg-
ments for the same plume age interval in the measurement
data. Nevertheless, the simulated and measured normalised
mixing ratios agree favourably concerning magnitude and
position. We especially want to highlight the evolution of the
detrainment of the passive tracer. At 105s the tracer is con-
centrated in a confined region of 50 m vertical extent with
a pronounced peak in the primary wake and lower mixing
ratios in the secondary wake slightly above, visible both in
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Fig. 116. Vertical distribution of in-situ measured (diamonds) and
simulated (plus signs) NOy volume mixing ratios for plume ages of
105s (top), 135s (middle), and 185s (bottom) normalised with the
initial mixing ratio XNOy,0. The sampling strategies are discussed
in the text. Note that aircraft measurements are not always available
throughout the whole plume extent at every time interval.

Fig. 16. Vertical distribution of in-situ measured (diamonds) and
simulated (plus signs) NOy volume mixing ratios for plume ages of
105s (top), 135s (middle), and 185s (bottom) normalised with the
initial mixing ratioXNOy,0. The sampling strategies are discussed
in the text. Note that aircraft measurements are not always available
throughout the whole plume extent at every time interval.

measurements and simulated data. After 135s the vertical ex-
tent of the plume increases with a growing amount of trace
species present in the secondary plume. In the last panel after
185s, measurements were only available in the upper part of
the plume. These confirm the dilution of the mixing ratio and
the detrainment rate in the simulation, indicating that a sep-
aration in primary and secondary wake has almost vanished
and the trace species rebounds up to the initial flight level at
z= 0.

5 Discussion

In this study the plume evolution has been analysed for a
large variety of conditions, elucidating the sensitivity to at-
mospheric, aircraft and numerical modelling parameters.

The turn-over (mixing) timescales for the simulated back-
ground turbulence range in the order of 30min and 6min
for the reference and higher turbulent cases, respectively.
The buoyancy timescales 2π/N have orders of magnitude
of 10min and 20min for the reference and weaker stratified
cases, respectively. The timescale of the background shear
varies from infinity (REF) to 3min (S6). In contrast, the
timescale for the primary vortex to rotate air parcels around
its axis, 2π/ωy, is in the order of a few seconds initially and
still below one minute after break-up of the coherent vortex
structures. Finally, the characteristic vortex-pair descent time
t0 is about 30s. Hence and as expected, the dynamics of the
trailing wake-vortex pair controls the tracer distribution to
first order, followed by the effects of stratification, shear, and
background turbulence.

Figure17 now summarises the most important sensitivi-
ties for the plume characteristics in a concise form to facil-
itate discussion. It is apparent that – after the vertical trans-
port of exhaust by the trailing vortex pair – stratification has
the largest impact on the vertical distribution. Especially, the
plume travels further down (“vertical displacement"), if the
atmosphere is less stable. Also, the plume is lower in an aver-
aged sense with fewer tracer in the secondary wake (“vertical
centre").

Linear wind shear does not influence the unperturbed pri-
mary vortices but has an effect on the secondary vorticity
structure and the detrained and updrafting air mass. How-
ever, for the simulated shear rates this effect is comparatively
small within the first five to six minutes. The vertical extent
seems to be generally a bit smaller compared to the reference
case with no shear. The plume area increases with increasing
wind shear. This is certainly a well-known effect from dis-
persion in the free atmosphere. However, here the situation
is more intricate. If vertical wind shear had led to a substan-
tial reduction of the vertical extent, the shear-induced spread-
ing would have been less effective on the long run and later
plume dimensions could have turned out smaller for larger
wind shear.

The initial circulation00 controls (linearly) the initial de-
scent speed of the vortex system. Expectedly, the vertical
displacement and extent are larger for stronger vortices. We
find a less than linear relationship betweenw0 and the plume
quantities, as the effect of descent speed is partly balanced by
a reduced vortex lifetime for larger00. Whereas the position
of the primary wake is most strongly affected by a variation
of 00 (compared to the other studied parameters), the tracer
accumulation around cruise altitude is similar for all00 un-
like to a variation of stratification (cf. Figs.5 and9).

The initial spatial initialisation does not affect the verti-
cal displacement and extent. Except for the very narrow case
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Fig. 117. Sensitivity analyses of various simulations (grouped in
blocks ”Stratification & turbulence”, ”Shear”, ”Vortex”, ”Init” and
”Num”). Depicted are plume characteristics after 5 minutes (from
top to bottom): cross-sectional area, vertical centre relative to cruise
altitude, the maximum vertical displacement below cruise altitude
and the vertical extent. The meaning of the labels on the bottom x-
axis for each specific run can be found in Table 11. Within block
”NUM” the simulation ”EUL” shows the Eulerian tracer of the ref-
erence simulation. The triangles show NTMIX results and the di-
amond symbol shows the Eulerian tracer of the respective ’R05’
sensitivity run. For better orientation, the dashed horizontal lines
show the value of the reference run.

Fig. 17. Sensitivity analyses of various simulations (grouped in
blocks “Stratification & turbulence", “Shear", “Vortex", “Init" and
“Num"). Depicted are plume characteristics after 5 min (from top to
bottom): cross-sectional area, vertical centre relative to cruise alti-
tude, the maximum vertical displacement below cruise altitude and
the vertical extent. The meaning of the labels on the bottom x-axis
for each specific run can be found in Table1. Within block “NUM"
the simulation “EUL" shows the Eulerian tracer of the reference
simulation. The triangles show NTMIX results and the diamond
symbol shows the Eulerian tracer of the respective “R05” sensitiv-
ity run. For better orientation, the dashed horizontal lines show the
value of the reference run.

(“R05”) the detrainment rates are astonishingly similar, re-
sulting in only slight differences in plume centre and area.
Our results are consistent with earlier studies (Huebsch and
Lewellen, 2006; Misaka et al., 2012) who also found a mod-
erate and less than expected impact of the initial tracer place-
ment on detrainment.

For the reference case, the Lagrangian and Eulerian tracer
advection methods give similar results (run “EUL” in block

“NUM”). In the case of a very narrow spatial distribution
(compare black with green symbols of run “R05”), the tracer
distribution of the two numerical approaches differ. For low-
order numerical schemes as those used in EULAG, the Eu-
lerian approach suffers from numerical diffusion (at least for
the chosen mesh resolution) and overestimates the detrain-
ment from the primary wake and consequently the plume
area. Higher order schemes as those used in NTMIX are de-
signed to capture turbulent fluctuations that develop in the
flow given their (almost) spectral resolution properties. How-
ever, if the initial conditions are not sufficiently smooth, ar-
tificial diffusion has to be added to stabilise the solution,
which again may result in excessive diffusion of the scalar
field at later times. The Lagrangian approach seems then to
offer more versatility in the choice of the flow parameters.
Note that the narrow case seems academic for the present
wing engine geometrical configuration, as jet phase simu-
lations ofPaoli et al.(2013) show a broader distribution at
the beginning of the vortex phase. For future aircraft designs
the relative position between the vortex centre and the en-
gine exit may change. If they are closer together making a
narrower initial distribution more likely, numerical dilution
studies should rely on Lagrangian approaches.

In box model studies, the plume expansion is usually an-
alytically prescribed by some dilution/entrainment rate term.
From the present study dilution rates during the vortex phase
can be derived. We found roughly a linearly increasing plume
areaA(t) which implies at−1-dependence of the dilution
rateω(t)(:= Ȧ(t)/A(t)). We calculate the overall dilution
� during the vortex phase by� := Ainit /Afinal. We found
� to vary most strongly within the “spatial init" sensitiv-
ity study. There,Ainit differs by as much as a factor of 6
(= (25m/10m)2) andAfinal turns out to be similar for all
realistic spatial initialisations. In all other sensitivity studies,
Ainit is constant by definition andAfinal varies at most by
a factor of 1.5 implying smaller variations of�. We recom-
mend to prescribe a plume area of 4.0× 104m2 to 6× 104m2

after 6 min for the given aircraft type and compute the dilu-
tion rate after choosing the initial concentration/plume area
within the specific application of a box model.

The following paragraphs discuss implications of our re-
sults for the contrail microphysical evolution. Considering
persistent contrails in ice supersaturated ambient air, adia-
batic warming in the downward moving vortex system can
lead to subsaturation and a substantial loss of trapped ice
crystals (Lewellen and Lewellen, 2001a; Unterstrasser and
Sölch, 2010). Besides atmospheric parameters (temperature,
relative humidity) the final vertical displacement of the pri-
mary wake (corresponding to a certain temperature increase)
controls the extent of crystal loss. Contrary to the ice crystals
in the primary wake, detrained ice crystals do not face such
a strong adiabatic heating. These ice crystals are not prone
to sublimation and their microphysical evolution is distinct
from the “primary" ice crystals. Thus, the rate of detrainment
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and the relative tracer fractions in the primary and secondary
wake affect the contrail microphysical evolution.

We found that the secondary vorticity structures, which
evolve along the vortex-pair oval, and the primary vortex re-
connection and ring formation control the heterogenization
of the tracer along flight direction on small and large scales,
respectively. In favourable atmospheric conditions with per-
sistent contrails these initial “imbalances" might trigger tur-
bulence due to differential latent or radiative heating and en-
hance the contrail spreading. This may affect the long-term
evolution of contrails and its transition to cirrus.

6 Conclusions

A large eddy simulation (LES) model with Lagrangian par-
ticle tracking has been employed to study the dilution of air-
craft emissions during the first minutes behind an aircraft.
Aircraft emissions were treated as passive tracers in order to
focus the analysis on dynamical effects. Chemical and micro-
physical processes were deliberately neglected in this study.

We confirmed and differentiated earlier findings that the
exhaust plume evolution is strongly affected by the wake vor-
tex dynamics. The descent of the vortex pair causes a sub-
stantial vertical plume spreading. This is an important pro-
cess to be considered in larger-scale plume dispersion mod-
els, as the vertical extent of the plume strongly affects the
later horizontal spreading by vertical wind shear.

For an A340/B747 aircraft at cruise altitude, we found the
vertical plume extent to range from 400 m to 550 m and the
plume cross-sectional area from 4.0× 104m2 to 6× 104m2

after 6 min (this is when aircraft-induced dynamical effects
on plume spreading became negligible). From the provided
final plume areas, dilution rates for box model applications
can be estimated.

We studied the sensitivity of plume dilution to stratifica-
tion, ambient turbulence, vertical wind shear, initial vortex
circulation and initial spatial tracer distribution. We found the
vertical displacement of the primary wake to depend most
strongly on stratification and the initial circulation. Due to
buoyancy, parts of the tracer are lifted back towards the ini-
tial emission altitude after vortex break-up. In the final stages
of the vortex phase, two peaks (the primary wake and around
cruise altitude) are apparent in the vertical tracer distribu-
tion. The relative fraction of tracer in the primary wake and
around cruise altitude depends dominantly on ambient strati-
fication. In a strongly stable atmosphere more tracer accumu-
lates around cruise altitude than in the primary wake. This
phenomenon could also be found in the presented in-situ
measured plumes. The final vertical tracer distribution can be
best approximated by a superposition of three Gaussian dis-
tributions (covering tracer around cruise altitude, the primary
wake, and the curtain between). Integrating the tracer along
flight and vertical direction, the distribution along transverse
direction can be well approximated by a single Gaussian.

The model was initialised with a uniform concentration
of a passive tracer. Although only dilution processes are re-
garded in this study, we end up with a fairly broad spectrum
of concentrations. The concentration values range over one
order of magnitude and these variations may be primarily at-
tributed to small-scale turbulence effects. On the other hand,
variations also occur on a larger scale. Due to vortex-induced
instability phenomena, heterogenization of tracer amounts
along flight direction is observed.

Moreover, we employed an alternative LES model for
model verification. We found a high agreement between the
two models EULAG and NTMIX which provides confidence
in the presented results.
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Appendix A

EULAG modification

As addressed in Sect.2.1 , the advective transport scheme
MPDATA requires anO(δt2) estimate of the velocityvn+1/2

at the intermediate time leveltn+1/2. The following proce-
dure has been adopted for its computation: Given the veloc-
ity solution vn and the momentum forcingRn at time level
tn, a nonlinear predictor scheme of the form

vn+1
i = Ui(v

n
+ δtRn,vn)− δt (∇φ)n+1

i (A1)

is employed. In Eq. (A1), U symbolises a non-conservative
upwind scheme for the transported quantityvn+ δtRn with
advective velocityvn. The dependent fieldφ in the rightmost
term of Eq. (A1) represents an implicit pressure correction
that allows enforcement of the predicted velocityvn+1 with
the anelastic mass continuity constraint∇ · (ρbv

n+1)= 0 via
the formulation and solution of an elliptic boundary value
problem (Smolarkiewicz and Szmelter, 2011; Kühnlein et al.,
2012). Finally, the solenoidal advective velocity at time level
tn+1/2 is obtained byvn+1/2

= 0.5
(
vn+ vn+1

)
, which com-

pletes the procedure.
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